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Collated by Dr. Gary G. Kohls

“In 1986, Congress—awash in Pharma money (over the past 20 years, the pharmaceutical
industry  has  been number  one  for  both  political  campaign  contributions  and  lobbying
spending on legislators) – enacted a law granting vaccine makers blanket immunity from
liability  for  injuries  (or  deaths)  caused  by  vaccines.  The  subsequent  gold  rush  by
pharmaceutical companies boosted the number of recommended inoculations from twelve
shots of five vaccines in 1986 to 54 shots of 13 vaccines today. A billion-dollar sideline grew
into the $50 billion vaccine industry behemoth.” — Robert F. Kennedy, Jr 

“As of 1986, only 12.8% of American kids had chronic (and usually incurable) diseases. That
number has grown to 54% among the vaccine generation (children born after 1986) in
lockstep with the CDC’s and AAP’s (American Academy of Pediatrics) expanding vaccine
schedule.” — Robert F. Kennedy, Jr

“Since  vaccines  are  liability-free  –  and  effectively  compulsory  to  a  captive  market  of  76
million children – there is meager market incentive for companies to make them safe. The
public  must  rely  on  the  moral  scruples  of  Merck,  GlaxoSmithKline,  Sanofi,  and  Pfizer.  But
these companies have a long history of operating recklessly and dishonestly, even with
products for which they can be sued for injuries. The four companies that make virtually all
of the recommended vaccines are all convicted felons. Collectively they have paid over $35
billion  since  2009  for  defrauding  regulators,  lying  to  and  bribing  government  officials  and
physicians, falsifying science, and leaving a trail of injuries and deaths from products they
knew  to  be  dangerous  and  still  sold  under  pretense  of  safety  and  efficacy.”  –  Robert  F.
Kennedy,  Jr

“Safety testing, which typically requires months and years for other medical products, often
lasts only a few days with vaccines – not nearly long enough to spot cancers or chronic
conditions like autoimmune diseases(e.g. juvenile diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, multiple
sclerosis),  allergic  illnesses  (e.g.  food  allergies,  allergic  rhinitis,  eczema,  asthma),  or
neurological  and  neurodevelopmental  injuries  (e.g.  ADD,  ADHD,  narcolepsy,  epilepsy,
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seizure disorders,  and autism).  Vaccine manufacturer’s  vaccine inserts that accompany
every vial of mandated vaccines include warnings about these and over 400 other injuries
including many serious immune, neurological, and chronic illnesses for which FDA suspects
that vaccines may be the cause.” – Robert F. Kennedy, Jr

“The children who comprise this vaccine-injured generation are now aging out of schools
that needed to build quiet rooms and autism wings, install  wobble chairs, hire security
guards and hike special education spending to 25% to accommodate them. They are landing
on the social safety net which they threaten to sink. As Democratic lawmakers all around
the nation vote to mandate more vaccines and call for the censorship of experts (including
parents of vaccine-injured or killed children) that are expressing concerns about vaccine
safety,  Democratic  Presidential  candidates argue about  how to fix America’s  dysfunctional
and  unaffordable  health  care  system without  addressing  the  reality  of  the  vaccine-related
chronic disease and autoimmune disorder epidemic. The good news for Big Pharma (and Big
Medicine),  of  course,  is  that  many  of  these  vaccine-injured  children  have  lifelong
dependencies on unaffordable blockbuster drugs like insulin, Adderall, anti-psychotic drugs,
Epi-Pens, asthma inhalers, and diabetes, arthritis, and anti-seizure meds made by the same
companies that made the vaccines.” – Robert F. Kennedy, Jr

“An overwhelming majority of the FDA officials directly charged with licensing vaccines, and
the  CDC  officials  who  effectively  mandate  them  for  children,  have  personal  financial
entanglements with vaccine manufacturers. These ‘public servants’ are often shareholders
in,  grant  recipients  from,  and/or  paid  consultants  to  vaccine  manufacturers,  and,
occasionally, even patent holders of the very vaccines they vote to approve. Those conflicts
of interest motivate them to recommend ever more vaccines with minimal support from
evidence-based science” – Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. 

“The FDA receives 45% of its annual budget from the pharmaceutical industry. The World
Health Organization (WHO) gets roughly half  its budget from private sources, including
Pharma and its allied foundations. And the CDC, frankly, is a vaccine company; it owns 56
vaccine patents and buys and distributes $4.6 billion in vaccines annually through the
Vaccines for Children program, which is over 40% of its total budget.” — Robert F. Kennedy,
Jr

“The  HHS  (US  Health  and  Human Services  partners  with  vaccine  makers  to  develop,
approve,  recommend,  and  pass  mandates  for  new  products  and  then  shares  profits  from
vaccine sales. HHS employees can personally collect up to $150,000 annually in royalties for
products  they  work  on.  For  example,  key  HHS  officials  collect  money  on  every  sale  of
Merck’s controversial HPV vaccine Gardasil, which also yields tens of millions annually for
the agency in patent royalties.” — Robert F. Kennedy, Jr

“In 2009 or 2010, Bill Gates went in front of the United Nations, pledged $10 billion to the
World Health Organization, and most of it ended up coming from government, not from him,
but he put in a couple of billion. And he declared a decade of vaccines. Nobody paid much
attention  to  him.  But  he  was  the  first  unelected  official,  with  no  diplomatic  portfolio,  who
appeared before the United Nations and he made this declaration.

“Immediately, he started putting all of these wheels spinning. He created all of these groups
that fight anti-vaccination, and he started promoting vaccines all  over the world … and he
created all  of  these quasi-governmental  organizations,  CEPI [The Coalition for Epidemic
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Preparedness]  and  PATH  and  GAVI,  [the  Vaccine  Alliance]  that  everybody  thinks  are
government, but they’re just Bill Gates. He took over the World Health Organization during
this  decade.  Even  the  Financial  Times  said  no  decision  is  made at  the  World  Health
Organization  that  is  not  run  through  the  Gates  Foundation  first.  And  in  2019,  the  World
Health Organization comes out in January, and says that vaccine hesitancy is one of the 10
greatest threats to global health. Did they offer any scientific study to prove that? No. They
just stated it. Immediately, the world fell in order. In 150 countries, legislatures, politicians
who are  on  the  payroll  of  big  pharma and pushing  vaccine  mandates  and abolishing
exemptions.

“In the United States, within three months, 100 bills in 50 states had been entered into the
legislative process to mandate vaccines, and to ban exemptions … Adam Schiff, who’d been
taking money from Gates, the head of the Intelligence Committee, comes forward and tells
the social media CEOs, Pinterest, Facebook, Google, all of them, Instagram, YouTube, etc:
‘You’ve got to start censoring vaccine misinformation.’

“And then we had the roll up to 2020, and 2020 in January, right on time for his decade of
vaccines, we get COVID. And Fauci, who’s his partner, puts $48 billion into pushing vaccines.
Gates gets on TV every day saying, ‘Until  everybody gets vaccinated, we have to stay
locked down. We’re going to crash the global economy till all of you do what you’re told and
get your vaccine.’

“Gates paid for studies to kill  Ivermectin, to kill  Hydroxychloroquine, to discredit them.
We’ve  spent  in  our  country  $0  on  off-the-shelf  antivirals,  researching  them,  vitamin  D,  all
the things we know that reduce fatalities for COVID. None of that was studied. None of it
was recommended. Instead, all of the money, $48 billion, went to vaccines.

“Now, Gates is reproducing that. He has succeeded with his ‘Decade of Vaccines’ beyond
anybody’s wildest dreams. And now, he’s gone on to Part Two, which he’s declared the
‘Decade of Food’, and he’s doing the same thing. It’s all chemical food. It’s synthetic food.
He owns the ‘Impossible Burgers’, ‘Beyond Beef’ – all of these things, which are loaded with
pesticides, and he’s trying to get the farmers off the farms. He’s taking over the farms with
his robots and his artificial intelligence in India, in Africa, and now in the United States, and
giving us unhealthy food, and it’s contributing to the chronic illnesses that are going to
make us addicted to his medications.

“Gates owns a big stake in Philip Morris, which owns Kraft Foods and also owns General
Foods. And they make processed foods and they make American cheese singles and Cheez
Whiz. Those are so devoid of nutrition that the government makes those companies put in
vitamins, vitamin A, vitamin C, et cetera. There are some vitamins in them. What Gates is
doing  now  all  across  Africa,  all  across  the  world,  is  he’s  passing  laws,  he’s  buying  off
politicians and forcing through mandates for fortified food so that you will not be able to sell
food in markets in Africa, unless it’s fortified. Well, the food, the goat cheese that the farmer
makes in Masai Mara in Kenya does not need fortification. It already has all the nutrients we
want in it, but that farmer will not be able to sell that goat cheese in his local market.
Instead Cheez Whiz will be the monopoly there. And that’s one of the ways that he’s using
what Vandana Shiva’s saying about illegalizing health or outlawing healthy food to open up
these markets and compel us to eat his dirty filthy poisonous food.” – Robert F. Kennedy, Jr
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